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Vietnam at WarOxford University Press, 2009
For many Westerners, the Vietnam War summons images of American soldiers patrolling rice paddies, battling an elusive enemy as helicopters circle overhead. But there were, in fact, many Vietnam wars--an anti-colonial war with France, a cold war turned hot with the United States, a civil war between North and South Vietnam and among southern...
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Secret Societies: Gardiner's Forbidden Knowledge: Revelations about the Freemasons, Templars, Illuminati, Nazis, and the Serpent CultsNew Page Books, 2007


	This book is a collection of thoughts and researches about secret

	societies. It is going to take you on many journeys, but

	whether you arrive or where you arrive will be your decision. I

	need to make a simple point before you proceed to “bite the

	apple”: Clear your mind of anything you have been told. I care

	not...
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Becoming A Master Dater: 7 Simple Steps To Rewrite Your Love StoryLaura Medrano, 2021

	
		After spending countless years wondering where her prince charming was, Laura decided to go on a mission. She was determined to fix the common denominator in countless failed relationships... which was HERSELF. It was the only thing she had control of, and she was so exhausted from calling in men that were draining her internal...
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Adobe Premiere Pro 2.0 Studio TechniquesAdobe Press, 2006
Ready to discover not just the how, but also the why behind some of the  most powerful features in Premiere Pro? In Adobe Premiere Pro 2.0 Studio  Techniques, author Jacob Rosenberg goes beyond conventional stepby-  step instruction to give you a real-world perspective on editing with  Premiere Pro. Using Jacob's fi lm footage or your own, you'll...
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The Magus a Complete System of Occult PhilosophyKessinger Publishing, 2010

	1801. In this work, the author has collected many curious and rare studies and ideas in regard to the subject of natural magic, the Cabala, celestial and ceremonial magic, alchemy, and magnetism. Selected contents: use of astrology, amulets and charms, stones, alchemy, the four elements, magnetism, cabalistical magic, the composition of the...
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Crushing the IT Gender Bias: Thriving as a Woman in TechnologyApress, 2019

	When my career first began, I was on a team of five women Database

	Administrators (DBAs). Within 9 months, one of the five who was hired at

	the same time as I was left the industry. She was young, single, had a degree

	in Computer Science (CS) with a focus on database technology, and had no

	children. I had difficulty understanding...
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Snatched: The FBI's Top Ten Art Crimes and more (Synova's Case Files)Independent Publishers Group, 2018

	Sit back and relax as Synova regales you with tales of master art thieves, bumbling criminals, and multi-million-dollar art heists from around the world. There will be stories of mafia-commissioned heists, of Daredevil art thieves, and of the brave men and women of the FBI Art team who are trying to stop this multi-billion-dollar industry of art...
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JavaScript & DHTML CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
On numerous online forums for JavaScript and DHTML, the majority of questions begin with "How do I...?"  This new Cookbook provides the answers with a comprehensive collection of problems, solutions, and practical examples.  The book's recipes range from simple tasks, such as manipulating strings and validating dates in JavaScript, to...
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Minds and Computers: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Artificial IntelligenceEdinburgh Univ Pr, 2007
This is a book about minds. It is also about computers. Centrally, we will be interested in examining the relation between minds and computers.

The idea that we might one day be able to construct some artefact which has a mind in the same sense that we have minds is not a new one. It has featured in entertaining and frightening fictions...
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BoschParkstone Press, 2008

	“The difference between this painter’s works and those of others: they seek to

	paint men as they appear on the outside, whereas he endeavours to paint the inner

	man, as he is on the inside.”





	
		1453: Birth of Hieronymus Van Aken in ‘s-Hertogenbosch (now Bois-le-Duc). His family,
	
		of...
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The Art of Statistics: Learning from Data (Pelican Books)Pelican, 2019

	
		Statistics has played a leading role in our scientific understanding of the world for centuries, yet we are all familiar with the way statistical claims can be sensationalised, particularly in the media. In the age of big data, as data science becomes established as a discipline, a basic grasp of statistical literacy is more...
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Encyclopedia of Native American HealingABC Clio, 1996
From our very first contacts, our relationships with Native American healers has continually been a love-hate affair. This unusual dichotomy stems from the fact that Native Americans have always seen external reality through different eyes. They inhabit a world in which the Creator is known only as a "Great Mystery." Such...
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